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Hi from Graham and Bev & About the Authors’ Bio

Enjoy reading this treasure box filled with entertaining and inspiring stories on living life, loving and having fun times. Let us know
what makes you “tick” and inspires and encourages you. We trust these true stories make you laugh and also touch your heart and
Graham’s a “moment in time” photos give you an inside view of how he sees life through his “lens” and captures the beauty and
magic around us every day which makes life worth living.
Tomorrow is a new day, every day and you never know what adventure is just around the corner for you!

Bev D

Also enjoy reading this sequel, Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 2 to be released on 13 December 2015. Click here to
see details at the end of the book.

About the Authors - Bio
Graham: Businessman and Landscape and Wildlife Photographer
From a business farming background in vineyards, cattle and earthmoving (South Australia) all of which have been an advantage
from the moment he picked up a camera with the purpose of capturing some of the “moments” he saw especially in the early morning
light. Birds just seemed to fly in front of his camera lens to have their photo taken - even knocking off his cap in the process!
Working outdoors in natural wildlife environments every day and his love of the ocean and the peace often found only in the early
morning sunrise and late afternoon sunsets, the beauty in trees and flowers and the interaction of wildlife including birds living their
daily lives has inspired him to offer these one of a kind a “moment in time” opportunities only there for a few seconds before the
moment is gone forever.
Bev: Exec Assistant/Admin and Author, Editor and Publisher www.aworkinprogress.com.au
Grew up in a suburban country-style area, parents divorced when young, lived in an all female home, moved into Adelaide city (South
Australia) in my teens. Attended Business College learning key skills towards working in the corporate arena. Met my life partner,
Graham, in a disco and we fell in love at first sight. We had significant challenges in learning to communicate - we are both very
independent yet a perfect fit together. Co-authoring with Graham has unknowingly been all our lives but became focussed when
developing our website and writing to encourage and make people laugh. My motivation is a picture of person travelling home or
sitting quietly after a busy day at work reading our book and smiling as Graham’s wonderful photos and the words fill them with
confidence about their future and to go for their goals and dreams.
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Dedication, Acknowledgments, Contact, Copyright and Publishing Details
A Work in Progress Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 1
A treasure box filled with entertaining and inspiring stories. A moment in time amazing photos.
By Australian Authors: Stories by Bev Dowdell Photographs by Graham Dowdell
DEDICATION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Thank you to my hero and life partner, Graham, who makes the complicated simple. I love your wisdom, strength, bravery and
patient kindness. You make me laugh every single day of my life.
For our “always there for us Father”. Thank you for the gift of your endless wisdom, the guiding light of truth and your unfailing,
faithful and eternal love.
For Graham’s Mum, Ivy Dowdell, for being loving, kind, honest, faithful and always there. Rest in peace.
For Bev’s Mum, Margaret Clarke, who instills a foundational belief of “can do” by personal example with an exemplary work ethic,
willingness to go for new goals and dreams and an overcoming and tenacious spirit.
For Bev’s Father, Cyril Warwick, for his enthusiastic and faith-filled example of helping others.
Thank you to the people who have been part of sharing the journey with Graham and myself - friends, business associates and
people we have met along the way. I have included some reviews of our work on the “Readers’ Reviews and Comments” page.
CONTACT DETAILS
For information please write to Graham and Bev Dowdell
PO Box 4816
Robina Town Centre QLD 4230
AUSTRALIA
Email contact: aworkinprogress@bigpond.com
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COPYRIGHT AND PUBLISHING DETAILS
All content including photographs and stories are © 2013 copyright www.aworkinprogress.com.au (Registered Australian Business
Name), www.amomentintime.com.au (Registered Australian Business Name) (future site under development) and to the Authors,
Graham Dowdell and Beverly Dowdell.
Stories by Beverly Dowdell (Bev). Photographs by Graham K Dowdell (with the exception of the portrait photo of Graham and Bev
Dowdell). Publisher, Author, Editor and Designer: Beverly M Dowdell. The Authors, Graham Dowdell and Beverly Dowdell, assert
the moral right to be identified as the Authors and Publishers of this work.
This eBook is copyright material and the content or photographs must not be copied, reproduced, transferred, distributed, leased,
licensed or publicly performed or used in any way except as specifically permitted in writing by the Authors and Publishers. Any
unauthorised distribution or use of this text may be a direct infringement of the Authors’ and Publisher’s rights and those responsible
may be liable in law accordingly. All rights reserved.
We advise that except for some minor cropping of photos, the photographs have not been “photoshopped” to create special effects.
All photos are “one moment in time” images captured as they happened and taken by Graham.
DISCLAIMER: The information in this eBook has been made available for general personal use only and is provided without any
express or implied warranty.
ISBN-10: 0-9781776-5-6
ISBN-13: 978-0-9871776-5-0
(eBook ePUB)
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Publisher, Author, Editor and Designer: Beverly M Dowdell (Bev Dowdell)
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Readers’ Reviews and Comments
Thank you also to the people who have been part of sharing the journey with Graham and myself - friends, business associates and
people we have met along the way. I have included some of their comments below and throughout the stories which I trust will
inspire you as they encouraged and inspired us.
Al and Ruthie M (Lecturer, Writer and Professor) and (Real Estate Saleperson), Fresno, USA:
“I checked your website and love the idea and the execution. Photos were perfect and seem to capture the sense of your text. I
think your website will be helpful to many people and support you. Cheers to you.” ...Al
Chris R (Chairman of Company Boards and Chief Executive Officer, Investment):
“I think your site is a wonderful achievement and portrays real life stories of enlightenment so keep up the good work. Good luck
with it.” ...Chris
Courtney B (Fitness & Lifestyle Consultant):
“In regards to your website ... the content is fantastic!! Your stories are so good Bev!! They really are!! You will help a lot of people
I am sure.” ...Courtney
Donna C (Business Owner - Hairdressing):
“I think the photos are as good as any professional photographer could capture - you truly have a talented husband” and “Every girl
should read it” (First Class Relationships). ...Donna
Jade C (College Student - at the time):
“i looooooveeeeeee the website :) especially the story “singing in the rain” good luck and post me on any changes!!!” ...Jade C
Jayne F (Accountant):
“I have had a look at your web page and it is so refreshing to see one doing something positive in this world and when people are
feeling down ... they realise what they actually have something to be thankful for. I wish you all the best with it and will circulate ...
to the other girls in the office.” ...Jayne
Jim and Diane F (Property Managers, Real Estate):
“Excellent work. Obviously a lady of many talents. It was nice and refreshing to take time in the office for a brief interlude of reading,
quite enjoyable. Keep up the good work. An “A” from both of us.” ...Jim
Kim D (Body Corporate Administration):
“I’ve had a look at your website a couple of times and would like to comment that you’ve done a great job. It makes interesting
reading and the photos are great.” ...Kim
Marguerite T (Business Owner - Chinese Remedial Massage Therapy):
“Thank you for showing me your website and especially p3 (On Butterflies) .. its beautiful and inspiring.” ...Marguerite
Rebecca M (Employment Consultant and Travel Consultant):
“I honestly am truly impressed by your website, your determination to DO it and the stories that you have told. Honestly. It’s quite
an inpiration - maybe I will follow in your footsteps one day!” ...Rebecca
Robyn R (Operations Manager, Investment):
“The website is a credit to you .. I hope you are able to help many people because sometimes just writing things out is very
therapeutic.” ...Robyn
Ron C, Woombye (comment after reading “Love Stays with You, even after Loved one has Gone” published in the
Sunshine Coast Daily News 16 September 2006 on the passing of Steve Irwin, Croc Hunter and Wildlife Warrior)
Index of Stories Title: “Love is Stronger than death”
“What a beautiful article by Bev Dowdell ... I am no “spring chicken” my Dad would be 100 plus today but this article made me think
back, although he has always been lovingly in my memory, that yes, “I see myself in his genetic code and his spirit passed on to me
somehow”. I have been looking for just that phrase to describe completely my feelings to myself and to pass onto my children &
grandchildren. Thank you Bev ...” ...Ron C
Yasuko W (Business Owner - Shiatsu and Remedial Massage Therapy):
“Thank you for sending your Website which are so outstanding, very well edited (simple, neat yet I can feel your warm heat beating)
and with such beautiful photos. You must have been sitting in front of your PC during this holiday season and creating such a
wonderful world to offer and share with everybody here. This is such beautiful ideas and layout. Well, I am sending you both biggest
cheers and congratulations!!” ...Yasuko
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A Hall Table from India ... finding the masterpiece within

...the yellow gold of the sun ... as it sails down into the horizon at days end

We recently bought a hall table and I’m not in the habit of staring at furniture but this truly - to me - is a piece of art. Okay, I know,
it sounds a bit extreme but let me explain.
It has a history I can clearly see etched in the timber and revealed in the countless lines and colours in the wood grain.
I was looking for a new table for when: “I’m going out and everything I might need to take is in easy reach before I get in my car
and go” and I also needed a shelf I could put my “grab and go” shoes on which was off the floor so spiders and bugs wouldn’t climb
inside (when I wasn’t looking) and I find a bug when I put my foot into my shoe - which could be scary! I needed a “drop my bags
spot” just off the floor, again, because I don’t want to put my hand inside a bag and have a cockroach run up my arm making me
scream - which, yes, it actually did happen and, I’m embarrassed to say, yes, I did scream.
Even buying this table was a story with of a series of miracles until Graham saw it and loved it like I did. We both love wood especially
recycled timber. Graham has a background as a farmer working with wood over many years and climbing trees some up to 30 metres
high. So it might sound trivial but when I look at this table I can read its life history. Its made of recycled timber from a boat from
India and all the paint colours on the wood have been partly sanded off revealing beautiful tans and chocolates of hardwood aged
over many years of use.
When Graham saw it, like me, he saw the life journey - a story - so we bought it and took it home. Once home, while cleaning it up
I opened the drawers to clean inside and they stuck - not tight enough that they didn’t open but enough so it was hard to put my
things inside and then get them back out. Some on-the-spot engineering and adjustments were needed. We tried to find where it
kept sticking and filed off bits trying to see where it was uneven on the two drawers. We filed and chipped away for quite a while
before we discovered it was pretty much uneven on every surface around and on the drawers. In the process, we uncovered more of
its life imprinted into every facet. Like a beautiful partly-cut rough diamond, it had sparkle and great depth of colour. It’s not level,
it’s not even and it has scrub marks, gouges and small holes from being attacked by nails long gone and one corner along the top
dips down at the front. It has two cleverly designed curving rope-like handcrafted handles. Why am I raving on about a table? I
guess because in the process of this up close and personal encounter, I started seeing similarities in its history with my own. It has
layers of emerald green with blues underneath and layers of turquoise and pale custard yellow partly revealed and I thought about
how it related to the depth of character in people I meet along the way. (End of excerpt of story).
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Eco Islanding ... if we don’t ask, we don’t get (seek and you shall find out)

... Fishermen at sunrise ... seek and you shall find

Life is full of the unexpected - the good and not so good - and going on holidays to Eco Islands is great fun for a week away with
no cooking or cleaning and hanging out in a swimsuit but on one island (named after a bird) they didn’t warn us about mutton birds
nesting under our hut.
At our island destination in the New Arrivals Room they tell us it’s a keyless society and everyone trusts everyone so no key to our
hut. Are you kidding me! We stow our gear in our hut then go to Reception to fix this “no keys - trust everybody” idea. We asked
politely for a key as we had valuables. The girl said no way, nobody has keys (but there’s a keyhole in our door?) It was a standard
response system so we ask, politely, for the Manager. We explain to the Manager we live on the Gold Coast (the real world) and
believe in people but don’t trust everybody. Does he trust everybody with his stuff? He totally understood and now we have a key
and security in our hideaway. If we don’t ask (the right person) we won’t get.
Its fun time - let’s go snorkel. We nearly caused a riot on the snorkel boat. We’d brought our own gear - masks with snorkel, flippers,
gloves, knives. We get to the drop zone over a reef and suit up - lots of spitting into masks, flippers on and we start strapping on
knives. Graham has a BIG knife - it’s a guy thing. I have a medium knife. A lady says in a loud voice: What are they for? I look up
innocently and lots of eyes are checking out my knife. I say: Sorry, er what do you mean? She says louder, sorta squeaky: That
- what’s that for? She points to my knife. I say: Oh this (my knife), er, it gives me confidence. (Is she serious? It’s a big ocean
and, yes, there are sharks!) She says: I’m sticking with you and everyone jumps in the water - on top of us - and follows us around
which was kinda nice. The boat staff ask casual-like on our return: Did you see any sharks? Er, nope, not this time.
About mutton birds - picture this - you’re exhausted from swimming like a maniac looking at the amazing, beautiful fish and coral.
You’ve eaten lots at breakfast, lunch and the Buffet Seafood Dinner. You need sleep in your hideaway and the mutton birds fly in
sounding like ghosts: Whoo, Whoo ...... Whoo, Whoo. Is that why they gave us earplugs?! You insert earplugs and the ceiling fan
is roaring overhead like a helicopter but you still hear them: Whoo, Whoo. I’m sure they’re under our bed! Graham (who sleeps
through a thunderstorm) can’t sleep and we wriggle around ad nauseum and get up exhausted with bug eyes next morning. The
birds have flown the coop and we had two hours sleep.
Day 2, Night 2 and Graham (with commonsense) once a farmer, always a farmer and no bird’s gonna ruin my holiday says: We have
a broom - in our room - and under our hut is dusty and needs brooming. He stalks about in the dark brooming away “dust” and
“lurkers” under the hut (HELPING them find a good spot). (End of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: Give Thanks ... Get Happy

Giving thanks is the soil in which joy grows ...
Give Thanks,
Get Happy
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- Quote: Beauty is Worth Preserving ... from the film “Miss Potter”

Great Egret

“Beauty is Worth Preserving”
From the film “Miss Potter” on the life of Beatrix Potter, a best-selling children’s book author who donated 4,000
acres of land she purchased in the Lake District to the National Trust for people to enjoy. We visited and saw this
beautiful, natural landscape which is only there because a woman stood side by side with men to preserve its great
beauty. She “walked her talk”.
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Living in “the Present” - a Key to the Future .. finding happiness each day

Sunrise at Surfers ... the sunlight flashing across the water lighting our faces

Its 9 at night, I’m sitting outside on our balcony, all is quiet with a wonderful warm breeze blowing over my face. Spring - a new
season - a change - is literally in the air.
I cut my first long-awaited, partly open white rosebud - its magical scent withheld for tomorrow when the bud opens in a new day’s
sunlight. I close my eyes, sniff the exquisite promise of Spring and, taking deep breaths, the unseen burdens of my day dissolve.
It’s true: the best things in life are free.
It does cost $$$ but I do love going to the auto carwash. I stop first for choco mousse cake then go and line up and the moment
arrives: the water starts and two blokes, cloths in hand, happily go to work. I love those minutes of sanctuary singing along with
thumping music, pelting water, eating choco cake. Some guys sitting in a truck trapped in traffic outside watching me sing my head
off are laughing while the carwash guys work hard buffing off the car. I wave a big thanks to my carwash compadres as I head out
into the jungle of traffic and life. It’s not free but for $14 the time out is so worth it.
A fun time at the latest Harry Potter film at the cinema with the biggie lounge seats, big screen, big sound experience. I always talk
during a movie and get INVOLVED so it’s great only Graham could hear me yapping ‘cause we weren’t stacked in like sardines. Like
kids, we press the button for extras to go with BYO toasted sandwiches, mango smoothies, liquorice, etc. Why do we need all this
food?! Oh yeah, the movie goes for a couple of hours - wouldn’t want to fade away in the biggie seats!
Looking forward to a Summer season ahead and times bobbing about in the ocean on an early tide watching the sun rise, the sunlight
flashing across the water lighting our faces. Swimming to shore, stepping on the beach, squishing our feet in the warm sand and
soaking our faces in a hot beach towel warmed by the sun.
Another season of change ahead again with Autumn. My first overseas holiday was in Autumn at 19 in Queenstown, New Zealand
and there’s nothing like walking through woodland in a gentle breeze surrounded by age-old smells of earth and looking up through
a canopy of tall trees with sunlight streaming through brilliant orange and golden leaves. (End of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: Leave Your Mark ... our enduring worth

Magnolia Exmouth

The only thing of enduring worth we leave behind when we pass out of this life is the mark of value we deposit in the
hearts and minds of people the watching children;
our colleagues and partners - both men and women;
and the sons and daughters who are so courageous in their fight to assume the mantle of who they wish to become
and in the struggle to be heard.
For every little heart that is healed, it is a gift to God.
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Living Life ... connecting with life and seeing the magic around us

Australian Tiger Dragonfly

People ask me: Why do you look young? I never know how to answer: Is it having a good eye cream (not really), is it green tea,
is it a good attitude? What can I say that doesn’t offend but - just between you and me - it’s allowing the child inside who imagines
to run free and not letting anyone snuff out the light.
I’m not sure if other people talk like we do. Graham rings at lunchtime to tell me about a bird - a Finch - he’s just seen cleverly
jumping on the end of a grass stem then deftly leaning over to harvest the sticky seeds for his breakfast. It’s seeing life and catching
the magic around us fresh every day.
When Graham started taking photos, he walked out that first day and came back with shots that opened my eyes to the incredible
beauty I drove past in my car but missed. It’s inspiring to see life through his eyes.
Standing at 5.00am freezing on Nobby’s Beach waiting for the sun to come up and watching how fast the orange ball literally shoots
out of the horizon in seconds. Graham, on the cold sand, kneeling, taking photos oblivious to all except the glory of life leaping out
of the sea so huge and unbelievably fast it takes our breath away. Laughing and running to the car to warm up and sip hot tea so
we can race back for the next shot.
To watch sunsets with awe and see life around me bursting with colour and shapes. Everything in nature shouts LIFE from the busy
tiny black ants in conference over some crispy ham dropped after breakfast on the balcony - it’s BIG for them - a feast - to the lemon
yellow butterflies floating above around the trees in the courtyard of the building where I work. As they sail by I can’t resist holding
out my hand in case they relent and make my day by sitting on my hand. Their freedom is so evident in their grace and peace. The
Butcher Bird who looks keenly at the timber railing - a good spot for him to perch - above our balcony. I shake my head, telling him
No ‘cause I don’t want his mess chunked on the tiles again. He tries to sneak in as I close the blinds. I catch him and, yet again,
bang the broom to chase him off (I feel selfish). His beak pointedly stubborn, he’s shouting at me without words. Again, I tell him
NO but he knows what he knows - it’s the best spot to shelter when a storm comes in from the north.
Admiring the bright green grasshopper even when he chomped on the leaves of my roses. Okay - all’s fair in love and roses. Until
he lost out by chewing off the rosebuds and then watched me silently with his iridescent eyes and startling grass green colour pulsing
with energy - no doubt from the flowers he’d eaten! (End of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: What is Life ... but to Dream and to Do

Rainbow Lorikeet

What is Life but to Dream
and to Do
(Note from a person after hiking into the bottom of the Grand Canyon)
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My Wildest Dream ... reaching for the sky and achieving goals

My wildest dream ... I realised I was living it

As a scruffy kid, aged 15, with Timmy, my loyal dog beside me, I looked up at a plane flying overhead and wondered who was in it
and what were they thinking and I dreamed my wildest dream. I said out loud: One day, one day, I will do that all the time. I knew
with a certainty from somewhere inside. A passing moment.
I went to Secretarial Business College after High School. Mum pulled strings to get me in. In High School, English was great but
it was replaced with Algebra x, y, z and I was lost. With no overseas travel plans, languages were confusing though eating French
pastries sounded fun. I loved wildlife pictures in Biology and beautiful paintings in Art and if Maths had actually explained something
useful like teaching me how to budget, I’d have seen the light.
I’d no idea of what to do after school, so College was a last hope. Thankfully, I enjoyed it. Initial hurdles were shorthand which I
couldn’t seem to follow. In talking to my teacher, she encouraged me, said it’s a language and will become clear. Next day it did
and persistence paid off. English classes focussed on words and taught us how to use them putting good foundations underneath
us again. Learning typing and competing with myself to go faster is still a buzz.
I graduated at year end and repaid the College Principal’s faith in me when on the stage she smiled, said some lovely words and
handed me a Diploma. In realising these were life skills, I’d worked hard and was finally successful.
I quickly lined up a job in a Bank, was promoted and ended up in a great team of fun, hardworking, supportive men. We were on
the cutting edge of new technology but that’s another story. New horizons called so I went to work for a Senior Partner in a legal
firm for a couple of years. I learned discipline. He often worked me through lunchtime and at Christmas I was doing “urgent” work
while everyone was in the Boardroom party (sob! sob!). He was a tyrant and it felt good when he went through 6 staff in the month
after I left. I took the positive with me and put him behind me.
At 22, an interview came up working for a Federal Minister in the Australian Parliament, based in Adelaide but flying to Canberra each
week. I had good references and skills and the fight I won learning shorthand was important in this job and many others. After the
first interview, I was excited. At the second interview, chairs were in a semi-circle for the Press Secretary, Senior Private Secretary
and the Minister with me sitting out front while these men asked questions. I did my best, walked out and hoped for the possible.
Sue from the agency phoned and said: Oh Bev, I’m so sorry. I was devastated and said: Well, that’s the way it goes. Thanks
anyway. Then she said: I was kidding. You got the job! Yahhooo! We both yelled! We did it together. (End of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: Keep Life Simple ... carve a path through life

Jacaranda in flower

Keep Life Simple.
Carve a path through life
don’t allow life to carve a path through you.
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Singing in the Rain ... making the most of opportunities

Royal Spoonbill

Ever had a feeling there was something you must do but were too chicken? I always wanted to go “Singing in the Rain” like in the
movie - dancing, splashing and kicking water everywhere.
Well, the “Have To Do It Just One Time In My Life” opportunity popped up.
After snorkelling at the beach in the rain, we were heading back to our car when I saw these humungous puddles of water across the
grassed park in front of us. All the cosmic cylinders clicked into place and here’s my adventure. Would I do it? I said to Graham testing the water - er, look at ALL that water! Should I go a-Singing in the Rain? He watches as I expand on the theme and says (I
do so love this man): Go for it - I’ll wait for you. I ask - do you want to do it too? He says firmly: No, that’s okay but you “Go for it”.
So - I am already dressed for the part in my swim gear. I do a check around for laughers (people with no imagination). Personal
pressure check is bearable. Will I do it? Yes - once in a lifetime - here I come. I leap into the fray. I am running and kicking water
and jumping up and down - great piles of water flying everywhere - singing at the top of my voice those immortal words rolling from
my lips ... I’m singing in the rain ... with a smile on my face ... da de da da de da ......... you got nothin on me! Torrential rain is
pouring over me and a dam of joy bursting from my heart. I look at Graham and he is quietly smiling. I wave - See! See! I am
doing it! I carry on laughing, dancing and singing.
But, wait, I am interrupted by a car horn, blasting insistently - I hesitate mid-jump and a fast moving Land Rover pulls up to my side
of the road - the window is wound down. Uh oh - now I’m in trouble - is this the Singing in the Rain water police? Some people shout
something jumbled out the window - hands waving at me - looking friendly. Whew! More shouting - sounded like “Yeeeaaah” - the
window goes up as the 4 wheel drive swerves back onto the road and roars off. Oh, now I recognise them - must be Co-Amigos wishing they were dressed for the occasion, like me.
More splashing about is necessary until no a-leaping or a-jumping is left in me. My chariot awaits and I leave this place where a childlike, wonderful wish was fulfilled. A small price was paid the next day - boy, do my legs hurt - but it was SSSOOO WWOORRTTHH IT.
The spark in my eyes and the smile on my face lasts for days. I smile secretly to myself - nobody knows. How can I explain it? So
I keep my secret. Only you know and you won’t tell - will you?
Comment from Jade C (College Student - at the time):
“i loooooveeeeeee the website :) especially the story “singing in the rain” good luck and post me on any changes!! Jade C”
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- Quote: Encourage ... the spirit (energy) we offer to others

Laughing Kookaburra

En ...(put inside)
Courage ...(bravery, boldness, act of belief)
Encourage means to give courage to.
This is the spirit (energy) we offer to others
when we “encourage” them.
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Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 2 - To be released on 13 December 2015

Enjoy reading this sequel, Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 2. Filled with entertaining and inspiring stories on living life,
loving and having fun times. From Australian Authors, Bev’s stories will make you laugh and Graham’s a “moment in time” photos
capture an inside view of life through his “lens” of the beauty and magic around us every day which makes life worth living.
Read about:Snorkelling in early morning high tides like flying in azure blue water;
David’s story ... the life of a wealthy and famous man;
Secrets to being ageless;
Running down a dream ... lift your head up, take a breath;
Don’t try climbing Mount Everest when you are having a “pausal” moment;
Throw off the limits ... all things are possible;
Never give up ... timing is everything and dreams can come true;
Are you having conflict ... maybe someone is trying to give you their problems?
Bev out feeding the cows being “manually deficient” plunging a Ute down the hill;
Vineyard Days ... how much trouble a city girl gets into when she marries a farmer! Standing in gum boots freezing getting slapped
by grape stems or how to you are not a good grape snipper at Vintage time until you have snipped yourself instead of the grape
stalks!
How do you stop a man in his tracks? ... Bridging the gap between men and women;
A Christmas Duo ... celebrating the gift of Christmas giving and cherishing the unique people in our lives at this special time of the
year;
... and more!
Pre-Ordering ahead of release on 13 December 2015 from eBook bookstores will be possible to enjoy and share these wonderful
stories over the Christmas holidays.
www.aworkinprogress.com.au
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Our Thanks to Book Stores and Promoters plus Website/Blog Email Contact

We hope you have enjoyed reading A Work in Progress Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 1. We wish you all the best
in your future.
We wish to thank the following:Thanks to all the eBook Stores and promoters for providing an opportunity for us to share our stories and photos to entertain and
inspire you.
Visit our blog, read our latest updates and give us your comments/feedback:http://128.242.88.192/aworkinprogress/a-work-in-progress-comments-and-blog-page/

Thanks to Google for providing and updating links to A Work in Progress website: www.aworkinprogress.com.au from their
Web Searches and Images.
Thanks to the hard-working volunteer editors at the Open Directory Project for listing A Work in Progress website in the
“Inspirational” category of their free Directory - see link:http://www.dmoz.org/Society/Philosophy/Personal_Pages/Inspirational/
We all have lots in common and it’s great that people around the world visit our website and can read this eBook. Email us if you
have something you’d like to say or pass on to us - we will respect your personal privacy. Click on the email tab below.
Email contact address is: aworkinprogress@bigpond.com
For information please write to Graham and Bev Dowdell
PO Box 4816
Robina Town Centre QLD 4230
AUSTRALIA
© 2013 Copyright www.aworkinprogress.com.au (Registered Australian Business Name) and www.amomentintime.com.au (Registered
Australian Business Name) (site under development). Stories by Beverly Dowdell (Bev Dowdell). Photographs by Graham K Dowdell.
Publisher and Editor: Beverly M Dowdell (Bev Dowdell). The Authors, Graham Dowdell and Beverly Dowdell, assert the moral right
to be identified as the Authors and Publishers of this work.
This eBook is copyright material and the content or photographs must not be copied, reproduced, transferred, distributed, leased,
licensed or publicly performed or used in any way except as specifically permitted in writing by the Authors and Publishers. Any
unauthorised distribution or use of this text may be a direct infringement of the Authors’ and Publisher’s rights and those responsible
may be liable in law accordingly. All rights reserved.
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